January 2018
Dear Customers,
As another shooting season comes to a close I cannot help thinking just how uneventful, or even at times,
routine this season has proved to be. Though demand for shooting has been strong, returns for many of
you appear to have been more average as has the weather in most parts. The common theme with many
of you I have spoken with is this reply of ‘fair to average’. Twelve months ago this week in January 2017
avian flu was first found in captive pheasants. Following the concerns and turmoil experienced at that time
I guess many keepers and shoot owners would have been pleased to know the coming shooting season
would prove to be ‘fair to average’.
Following many outbreaks of avian flu in both wild birds and poultry last winter, the game bird industry
was thrown into chaos with the announcement that the disease had been found in birds on a game farm
and their breeding stock then subsequently removed as a precaution. With the threat of further restrictions
being imposed and the possibility of further outbreaks leading to a shortage of birds, shoots were understandably concerned and the customers’ of the affected premises were keen to secure their birds from a
different source. We therefore came under pressure for stock at a time of year when we were not expecting
to and at a time when we were already busy with penning breeding birds.
To stabilize our order book we were forced to introduce special conditions which included initially limiting
orders to our existing customers only, limiting numbers of birds to previous years’ orders and requiring deposits with orders. Though these measures helped to off-set the potential risk to our business, considerable
extra administration was created which was not always appreciated. Prospective new customers especially
just could not understand why I would not be persuaded to take their order nor their money.
Partridges were particularly tight last year and the shortfall continued right to the end of the summer with
never enough available to meet the total demand. This shortage was initially created by the loss of a UK
breeding flock to AI but was later exacerbated by a shortage in egg numbers coming from France. Many
UK game farms advertise home produced Redleg chicks from their own laying stock so it tickled me
somewhat to hear how quickly these units became short of partridges when the French cut their deliveries!
Fortunately my own redleg flocks continued to lay well and we were able to help many new customers
with chicks and poults.
The UK position on avian flu appears to have been more contained this winter so far with APHA appearing
much more relaxed as fewer wild birds have tested positive. We must not become complacent though as
I read recently that the number of mute swans testing positive to H5N8 at the Swannery in Dorset is increasing by the week. This news troubles me somewhat as the infected swans, as well as being the ‘Queens
birds’, are being classified as wild and are therefore exempt from compulsory slaughter. The Swannery
itself is also seasonally open to the public and so I cannot help wondering if such a relaxed stance would
have been taken if seventeen H5N8 positive ‘wild’ birds had been found on my farm or your shoot?

We continue to over-winter our pure breed pheasant and partridge breeding stock, which ensures the
supply of home produced birds for our chick and poult customers whatever financial, logistical or disease
problems may occur elsewhere in the world. Our partridges were all in their pair units last November
which has allowed us to start penning pheasants in early January. We hope to be finished penning all
breeding stock by late February which should have a positive effect on early egg production and hatchability. The hens certainly look more content in their new pens where they are off the ground and we are better
able to control their condition to ensure they do not become too fat pre-lay.
All breeding birds have been vaccinated against Newcastle disease, TRT, IB, EDS and Mycoplasma and the
resulting immunity will protect the hens and give some protection to the chicks. All our birds are produced
without any shortcuts and our long established reputation for providing a service which surpasses our
customers’ expectations will continue.
Our new price list is enclosed for your reference though prices remain mostly unchanged from last year.
Whilst there is inflation in some of our costs we are keen to hold 2018 prices following the unavoidable
increases of last season. Late August pheasant poults have been reduced slightly.
We will have a larger number of both redleg and pheasant ex-layers to find homes for this summer as we
have kept more breeders back. These are listed at a lower price than last year and are also available on our
website under special offers where the full lorry load rate looks a very good deal for those of you who can
use them.
We have also reduced the deposit required on our poults from 50% to 25% as a consequence of the ministries perceived lower risk from Avian Influenza. Having taken this bold move I hope the AI situation
remains stable!

Deposits required have therefore now been standardized on both chicks and poults at 25% of the value of
the order.
Nathalia and Judy remain your main office contacts and staff in all other departments remain unchanged.
With such a stable and experienced team we all look to fulfilling your orders.

Yours sincerely

Ole and Judy Gronning

